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HistoryChat

Through virtual conversations with historical figures, students can deepen their understanding of past
events and milestones in an engaging and interactive way.



WHY HISTORYCHAT

How It Works The benefits for students Benefits for teachers Benefits for schools

Students choose a historical figure

to chat with. The figure answers

questions and shares insights

beyond textbook knowledge. The

chat also includes multimedia, like

images and videos, for a richer

learning experience

HistoryChat brings history to

life, deepening understanding

through interactive chats with

historical figures

HistoryChat provides teachers

data profiles of students'

understanding of historical

events, facilitating more

targeted and effective teaching

strategies

HistoryChat's API enriches

the curriculum by

effortlessly integrating an

engaging AI chatbot into

school's online portals



PAIN POINTS SOLVED BY
HISTORYCHAT

History can be a challenging subject to engage with, particularly for

students who struggle to connect with the material. HistoryChat aims

to solve this problem by providing an interactive and engaging

learning experience that brings history to life. By allowing students to

have conversations with historical figures, we create a sense of

connection and understanding that simply cannot be achieved

through traditional teaching methods.

In addition to making history more accessible, HistoryChat also

addresses the issue of limited resources in schools. With budget

cuts and other financial constraints, many schools are unable to

provide students with the materials they need to succeed.

HistoryChat offers a cost-effective solution that allows students to

learn from anywhere, at any time. This not only benefits students, but

also helps teachers to save time and resources, enabling them to

focus on other important aspects of their job.



BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
FOR HISTORYCHAT

HistoryChat's business model canvas is centered around providing a

unique and engaging learning experience for students while also

generating revenue through partnerships with schools and

educational organizations.

Key partners include historical experts who provide the content for

the virtual conversations, as well as schools and educational

organizations who pay for access to the platform. Key activities

include developing and maintaining the chat interface and expanding

the library of historical figures and events. Revenue streams come

from subscription fees paid by partner schools and organizations.



CONTACT US
Contact us

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lukas-dragon/


